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Compass Computer Services, Inc. is proud to
be a charter partner of the Northern Virginia ALA
vendor partnership program.
Compass Computer Services, Inc. is a
technology consulting and integration firm based
near the Dunn Loring Metro in Fairfax, Virginia.
Compass provides a wide range of computerrelated services for law firms, including
technology consulting, network design,
implementation, support and Web hosting and
development.
Compass has helped law firms in the
Washington, DC metro area become more
effective since 1987.

The NOVA ALA Chapter Membership
Renewal forms were sent in April. Please be
sure to return them quickly.
This year
promises to be filled with wonderful
opportunities to network with colleagues and
to learn about the latest trends in the legal
community for administrators/managers.
In order to participate in our upcoming
events, your membership must be renewed.

2722 Merrilee Drive, Suite 150
Fairfax, VA 22031
Phone: 703.876.5577
Fax: 703.876.5588
email: info@compasscomputer.com
http://www.compasscomputer.com

If you have any questions or
can suggest a new member,
please contact LeAnn Cruse
(lcruse@mwzb.com) or Kevin
O’Hare (kohare@reedsmith.com)

Managing Change
By M. Thomas (Tom) Collins, Juris, Inc. CEO
Collins@juris.com
For more of the author’s insight on law firm
management go to the BLOG
www.morepartnerincome.com
Business, like life, is a journey that involves constant
change.

The business side of your law practice is

changing all the time.

Without change initiated to

improve the effectiveness and efficiency, negative
change is occurring.

Expenses are rising to meet

income and work (non-billable work) is rising to use
available time.

You have to be constantly at work

simplifying and eliminating -- changing practices and
procedures in pursuit of excellence and more partner
income.
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If change is constant, you better know how to manage it

2. Make sure all those affected have the needed

and, before you can manage change, you have to

new knowledge. Don’t skim on training. Let the

understand it. We change to move from one level of

change group participate in determining the

performance or benefit to a higher level. Unfortunately,

training plan and in disseminating the needed

the benefits of change are not immediate and do not

new information throughout the firm as needed.

represent a smooth linear line of improvement. If you

Thus minimize the downward spike by involving

drew a graph representing change, this is what it would

people affected in planning for the change.

look like.

3. Recognize (ceremonialism) early achievements
and people accomplishments.
4. Give the areas affected by the change extra
management

attention

until

the

improvement has been achieved.

desired
Increased

attention alone has a positive, if short term,
impact on performance, thus flattening the
Change results in a downward spike in performance. It
takes time and “KASH” before the change curve turns
upward and the new targeted level of performance is
achieved.

down spike of the change.
5. Give change a chanceremember it takes time
for new skills to become habit

KASH stands for new Knowledge which

when combined with the right Attitude results in new
Skills which through use become Habit.

It is at the

For more information on how Juris can help your firm,
please contact Amy Flaherty at

point that use becomes habit that the change curve
finally reflects the achievement of the targeted higher
performance level.

Management’s job is to take action to reduce the size of
the downward spike and to provide the conditions for
the curve to turn upward sooner rather than later. Start
with the right way to implement changeincrementally.
The smaller the change the shallower the downward
spike. Second, use the following tools:

1. Form a change group. People resist change
they don’t understand or change that is “done to
them”.

By forming change groups to help

prepare and plan for the change, you give
people the opportunity to buy into make the
change and plan for making it successful their
own and that influences the key increment of
successful changeAttitude.
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You Can Pay Now …
Or Pay A Lot Later
Ben Turner & Joel Evans
Potomac Consulting Group

Some thirty years ago there was an oil filter commercial
with the judicious tag line “You can pay me now, or pay
me later”; driving home the point that regular
maintenance would prevent serious trouble with your
car. You should adopt the same wisdom in regards to
your computers. Once a novel machine, computers
have now become as ubiquitous as the telephone and
they are taken for granted as people just expect them to
always work.
This expectation masks the little
acknowledged truth that computers are complex and
you must perform preventive maintenance on them if
you wish them to be always available.
Types of Computer Preventive Maintenance
There are two categories of preventive maintenance
you need to be concerned about regarding computers;
hardware and software. Hardware maintenance makes
sure the machine’s devices function properly and
software maintenance ensures the filing system,
operating system, and applications are operational.
Software maintenance includes eliminating unwanted
files, patching the operating systems and applications,
ensuring your machine is protected against mal-ware,
viruses, and spyware and performing any application
specific maintenance procedures.
Hardware Preventive Maintenance
The following are a few simple hardware preventive
maintenance checks you should perform on your
computer.

1. Hard Drive Hard drive preventive maintenance
should include a drive space check,
defragmentation, and bad sector check using
Windows or third party utilities.

2. Peripheral

Drive Access
This is an
operational check of all peripheral drives such
as the CD-ROM drive, floppy drive, thumb or
jump drive, Zip drives, and any external hard
drives.

3. Network Connectivity

Some studies have
reported that over 70% of computer problems
are due to faulty cabling and patch cords. To
ensure
your
computer
continually
communicates with the network resources such
as printers, file servers, and the Internet check
your cable from the computer to the wall data
outlet on a scheduled basis.

4. Power Supply Fan

Heat silently kills
electronic components and one way to help
ensure your computer does not suffer a
premature death is to make sure your power
supply fan is operational and air flow is not
restricted.
Software Maintenance

Software preventive maintenance can be categorized as
cleaning, patching, and protecting.
Cleaning
The cleaning category includes removing unwanted files
such as temporary files, spyware, and viruses. Some of
the procedures that should be performed during the
cleaning process are:

1. File Cleanup – The Microsoft disk cleanup
utility will remove temporary program files,
temporary Internet files, recycle bin files, and
temporary application files.

2. Internet Options – Your Internet browser has
options that allow you to delete cookie files and
clear the history files that are automatically
saved on your hard drive when browsing the
Internet. Although the size of Internet related
files are small, their volume is large.

3. Anti-Spyware – Spyware are files that can
cause unexplained pop-ups, browser hijacking,
performance issues, and security risks.
Running an anti-spyware utility on a scheduled
basis will help keep these potentially disruptive
programs off your computers.

4. Anti-Virus – Scan your computers with an antivirus utility with the latest virus definitions to
protect against virus infections. If an infection
occurs most anti-virus vendors offer tools to
help recover from the infection. As part of your
business continuity program you should prepare
CDs with recovery tools, Internet sources, and
instructions to recover from a virus infection.
Patching
The Patching category deals with applying service
packs, updates, patches, and hot-fixes to the
computer’s operating system and applications.
Reasons to apply these updates include correcting
known issues, mitigating security vulnerabilities, and
enhancing functionality. Although updates are generally
beneficial, they change your computer’s software
environment and as a result, may cause unexpected
issues with existing programs. If your firm maintains a
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standard configuration, the patch or update should be
tested using a predefined system functionality checklist
to determine the effects of applying the patch. You
cannot test every scenario but you may be able to
uncover most issues before they’re discovered by
users. If your firm has various types of computers and
a nonstandard desktop, it will be difficult to judge how
updates might affect your systems.
Taking a
conservative approach, you can apply the updates to a
small number of computers and monitor their operation
for a number of days before applying the updates to the
remainder of the firm’s computers and you can at least
obtain some sense of what users might experience after
receiving the updates. In all cases you should read the
manufacturer’s update notices and search the Internet
for independent user information about the updates
before applying them.
We are not implying updates should not be installed
(especially Microsoft security patches), only that you
exercise the appropriate caution as you are altering
your user’s operating environment.
Examples of software that should routinely be checked
for updates include, but are not limited to:
• Windows Operating System
• Microsoft Office
• Internet Explorer
• Adobe Acrobat
• Flash
• Direct X
• Anti-virus program engines
Protecting
Many precautions associated with protecting your
computer overlap with some cleaning and patching
practices.

1. Security Updates Today most desktop and
laptop computers have the Windows 2000 or
XP operating system for which Microsoft is
continuously releasing security updates.
Recognizing that you should follow the
precautions highlighted in the previous section,
your computers should be updated when new
security updates become available.

2. Anti-virus Updates and Scans

Anti-virus
programs should be kept current and your
systems should be configured to download the
latest anti-virus definition files because new
virus threats are developed daily. Configure
your computer to scan your system at a
scheduled time at least once a week.

3. Spyware Spyware represents an ever growing
problem and while many standalone utilities are
available, vendors are just now releasing

enterprise anti-spyware systems to combat the
problem, much like anti-virus manufacturers did
several years ago. Ensure you scan your
computers on a scheduled basis.

4. Firewall While all office networks connected to
the Internet should have a firewall between the
office network and the Internet, firewall software
should be implemented on individual computers
providing another layer of security. There are
third party products but the Microsoft XP
operating system includes a robust firewall
bundled with the operating system.

5. Security Practices General security practices
can be a separate article but there are simple
practices to protect your system. For example,
do not share passwords, adopt a strong
password policy which includes complex
password syntax, execute forced password
changes, and do not post your password in
view.
Preventive Maintenance Plan
We have covered some basic hardware and software
preventive maintenance tasks but how do you make
sure proper procedures are carried out on a regular
schedule by your internal staff or service provider? A
basic preventive maintenance methodology can be
simple to implement and we propose the following
steps.

1. Identify and Prioritize your Technology
Before deciding what preventive maintenance
must be performed you have to identify your
technology. Only then can you rank which
technology is most important and decide which
preventive maintenance tasks are required.
Perform a comprehensive inventory of all of
your technology, for example desktop
computers, file servers, copiers, fax machines,
telephone systems, and scanners. Collect and
organize all corresponding manuals and
software for each system so this information
and software is available when needed. For
missing manuals, you can usually obtain
adequate information from the manufacturer’s
website.
After you obtain a complete technology
inventory, rank the technology according to the
importance of its function. For example, an
email server system might be considered more
important than a file server storing archived
files. Should there be limited resources the
technologies having the higher rank will have
their preventive maintenance tasks performed
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more frequently or before technologies with
lower rankings.

2. Create a Preventive Maintenance Task List
with Frequency After you have identified and
ranked your technologies, for each system
create a list of preventive maintenance tasks
and record how often the tasks should be
performed.
For example, defragmenting a
workstation computer’s hard drive might be
performed monthly or file server patches might
be checked weekly. Virus scans might be
scheduled daily and the download of new virus
definition data files might be scheduled weekly.
This list can be large but you must list every
applicable procedure so you can prioritize them,
to address the most important first.

3. Create a Preventive Maintenance Record
Matrix After you have identified the tasks and
their
frequency,
create
a
preventive
maintenance matrix.
This matrix is two
dimensional and on the “Y” axis list each
technology categorized by priority or technology
type.
Under each technology you list the
applicable preventive maintenance tasks. The
next column should have the frequency each
task will be performed, for example, daily,
weekly, or monthly. At the top of the matrix on
the “X” axis each day should be assigned to a
column. When the task is completed you
should record a check in the appropriate cell
under the applicable date.

4. Create a Preventive Maintenance Binder
Maintaining your preventive maintenance
records are critical to ensure your technology is
properly serviced and for developing good
maintenance habits. Without historical records,
one is likely to fall into a haphazard schedule of
performing some tasks while forgetting others
which could result in missing maintenance
tasks. Create a preventive maintenance binder
with sections for each technology type, with a
subsection for each equipment type within the
category. You store your system configuration
information, network diagrams, external service
tickets, preventive maintenance records, and
invoices in the binder as well. Other important
items are locations of electronic records as
some system configuration information is too
voluminous to store in paper format.

5. Establish Expectations

Once a preventive
maintenance schedule is established it must be
executed. It is very common for preventive
maintenance schedules to be created only to
find it is too rigorous to maintain due to
demands or staffing levels. When developing a

preventive maintenance program you must be
realistic with what you can accomplish given
your resources. These expectations must be
documented
and
communicated
to
management.
For
each
preventive
maintenance task that cannot be performed,
you have a responsibility to document the
consequences that might occur should the task
not be performed on a scheduled basis. At that
point management must determine if they want
to accept the risk by doing nothing, mitigate the
risk by changing the environment or adding
resources, or transfer the risk by delegating the
responsibility for the task to another party, such
as an external vendor.
If the decision has been to mitigate the risk,
prioritizing and organizing your technology
maintenance will help you perform the most
important tasks before others. Other options
for mitigating risk include changing or
simplifying your technology or hiring full or parttime employees. One example of simplifying
your technology might be consolidating two
operating environments, Novell and Microsoft
into one, eliminating the need for two technical
skill-sets
and
simplifying
maintenance.
Transferring risk usually means supplementing
your technology staff with contractors who will
perform the desired procedures.
Preventive Maintenance Schedule Examples
By providing an example inventory and a preventive
maintenance matrix, we hope to provide you with a
template for developing your own preventive
maintenance program. Your actual documentation,
tasks and frequency should correspond to your firm’s
requirements. (see last page of newsletter).
Conclusion
We have presented some basic preventive
maintenance principles and offered an approach for
establishing a maintenance program. This includes
understanding what technology must be maintained, the
tasks and their frequency, documenting the work,
ensuring expectations are met and effort is made to
address tasks that cannot be performed with existing
resources. Like any complex equipment you have to
perform regular maintenance to ensure it will be
available when you need it.
For more information on how Potomac Consulting
Group can help your firm, please contact Joel Evans at
703.527.1260 or
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PLMW is to recognize those in legal management
for what they do and the role they play in the
success of the organization, and in its service to its
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For more information, visit www.alanet.org/plmw.
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For more information on how Kfoury Construction
Group can help your firm, please contact Kathy
McCormick at

Apart from different schedules and daily routines,
working moms and stay-at-home moms are more
different than we think -- at least when it comes to their
views. The Second Annual "Voice of Mom" Poll,
conducted by ClubMom, a free national membership
organization for moms, finds that working moms and
stay-at-home moms hold varying perspectives on a
variety of topics ranging from raising children to the war
in Iraq.
Despite years of progress in the workplace, all moms
put family first. The poll finds that almost all moms
would choose family over careers. Only 8 percent of
moms report that if money were no object they would
still work full time and 60 percent say they would work
part time.
One thing almost all moms agree on is motherhood is a
hard job (81 percent). As suspected, working moms and
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stay-at-home moms believe theirs is the harder job.
Two in five working moms (42 percent) say that being a
working mom is harder, while 46 percent of stay-athome moms feel that theirs is the more challenging job.
Furthermore, moms believe that their personal choice is
what is best for their children. More than half of working
moms say that children of working moms do just as well
as the children of stay-at-home moms (57 percent),
while 58 percent of stay-at-home moms disagree,
saying the children of working moms would be better off
with their moms at home.

members has improved the overall effectiveness of the
Chapter with which our members can benefit. I hope that
each of you will find some way to make the most of your
Chapter membership by becoming involved in a Committee
and attend Chapter meetings and social events. Our Chapter
can be a great resource to you and your firm in many ways.

Balancing Work and Family
Highly confident in their family and work choices,
America's moms nevertheless appear to be deeply
conflicted about balancing family and worklife. The
majority of working moms find balancing work and
family difficult (66 percent). More than one-third of
working moms (36 percent) feel guilty for not being able
to give either their job or family a 100-percent effort.
One out of four (25 percent) say they often have to
leave their child or children waiting because they can't
get away from work.
Working moms feel guiltier about missed time with
family, rather than time away from work. Very few
complain of missed job opportunities or promotions
because of obligations at home (9 percent). Even fewer
(6 percent) are jealous of the careers of their friends
who don't have children. In addition, only 15 percent say
they think their colleagues resent it that they can't work
late due to family duties.
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During the 34th Annual Educational Conference &
Exposition in San Francisco, our Chapter received a Gold
Rating in the ALA’s President’s Award of Excellence! This
is no small achievement; many larger Chapters do not achieve
this mark. We should all be very proud of what we have done
together. Our new President, Debbie Stickles, has an
ambitious plan for the Chapter over the next year.
As I have observed many times before, our Chapter
has some tremendous talent. I think you can look to the
people who work on our Chapter’s Board as an example of
the talent we are fortunate to draw on. I have been privileged
to be associated with this terrific group of people for the past
several years and have come to have a richer appreciation of
the contributions they have made. Each of our Board
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September 23-24, 2005
JW Marriott Hotel; Washington, D.C.
Attend ALA's Regions 1 & 2 Educational
Conference & Exposition created specifically for
legal administrators, support managers and
managing partners, and you will learn to:
Address critical financial management
issues
Explore the complex issues of integrity and
its impact on a positive work environment
Discover simple ways to escape the
everyday stress of life
Conduct client interviews and understand
their importance
Communicate and present your ideas
effectively
Highlights of the Conference:
Welcome & Keynote Address by James
Carville, co-host of CNN’s Crossfire.

DON’T MISS IT!!
The Regions 1 & 2 Educational
Conference & Expo

IS IN OUR BACKYARD!!

Many Opportunities to Network with
colleagues and area vendors.
Closing Remarks by Mac Fulfer, author of
Amazing Face Reading: An Illustrated
Encyclopedia for Reading Faces.
Registration packets are out!!
For more information & to register:
Visit www.alanet.org/region1and2
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NOVA ALA
Vendor Partners!
Monticello Level - $2,000
Compass Computers, Inc.
Beers & Cutler
Washington Express
Trak Legal
Osmio Incorporated
Potomac Consulting

Gunston Level - $1,000

Davis Carter Scott, Ltd
Kfoury Construction Group
Juris

Mount Vernon Level - $500
State Street
Network Alliance
IST Management Services, Inc.

The NOVA ALA Vendor Partnering program’s primary
goals are to:
build positive relationships between vendors
and law firm administrators
continue to offer our members special events
(such as seminars and retreats), a high caliber of
speakers at our monthly meetings

provide opportunities to send more members to
the annual National and Regional conferences.
If you have vendor contacts that you would like to be
invited to join our program, please email Marcie Cedor,
MCedor@PattonBoggs.com or Pam Walker
pwalker@hunton.com the following information:
Contact Name, Company Name, Address, Telephone
Number and Fax Number.
Please patronize our vendor partners!

ALA’s Mission Statement

Improve the quality of management in legal
services organizations;
Promote and enhance the competence and
professionalism of legal administrators and all
members of the management team; and
Represent professional legal management and
managers to the legal community and to the
community at large.

Are Technology Costs Biting Into
Your Firm’s Bottom Line?
By Don Britton
CEO, Network Alliance, Inc.
When was the last time you took a look at your
technology costs? Did it occur to you that you might be
able to enhance your firm’s practice and boost your
profitability by doing so?
In working with law firms and other professional
services organizations, we’ve found that understanding
total cost of ownership (TCO) when it comes to
technology is essential to a well-run organization. There
are several reasons why.
First, TCO calculations include a combination of
direct costs (hardware, software, operations and
administration) and indirect costs (end-user operations
and downtime). Unfortunately, most firms neglect to
account for all these costs when analyzing their
technology assets. As a result, they do not make the
most of their IT resources and are unable to make
comprehensive decisions about how to manage these
resources over time.
Most law firms believe their direct costs end at
the point of purchase. However, research shows that a
computer’s base price typically represents less than
20% of its TCO. Technical support, maintenance, and
labor costs account for an unbelievable 80%.
Interestingly enough, these aftermarket expenses
represent the greatest piece of the TCO pie and should,
therefore, warrant the highest levels of scrutiny.
As most legal administrators know, computers
and networks require constant attention. On-going
costs related to security measures, software updates,
computer repair, and general support are unavoidable.
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However, if you are able to get a complete
understanding of all costs you will be in a position to
make better decisions about how to simplify and
improve your IT infrastructure and management
processes. As a result, you will be able to improve
productivity and significantly reduce your TCO -- thereby
improving your firm’s profitability.

4. Consider implementing a “thin client” or
“utility computing” model to more effectively
manage and protect PCs.

PCs are a perfect example of how certain costs are
overlooked.
An
unmanaged or poorlymanaged PC costs
more than $5,000 per
year.
When
associated
network
costs are factored in
(i.e. firewalls, storage,
servers,
routers,
printers and Internet
connectivity), the cost
increases
to
approximately $8,500 per PC per year.

6. Protect against viruses, spyware, hackers,
and physical threats.

Remember that the initial purchase is just a
fraction of the total cost of ownership. As this example
illustrates, a $1,000 PC could actually cost more than
$15,000 over its three-year lifespan. If a ten-person
organization upgrades its PCs every three years, it is
highly likely that it will spend a minimum of $120,000
managing those computers AFTER the purchase. The
same logic applies to buying servers and related
network hardware.
So, it’s clear that the real
investment begins once that equipment arrives at your
door.
Even though more than 50% of TCO comes
from indirect expenditures, many law firms focus solely
on curbing direct costs. Since tight budgets have
already reduced IT spending to a minimum, taking
measures to improve end-user operations and
decrease downtime can generate significant cost
savings in the long run.
Tips for Reducing TCO
Here are several important ways you can
reduce TCO and increase your firm’s efficiency:
1. Measure your current IT spending so you
can effectively manage and control
your costs.
2. Build and maintain an accurate inventory of
hardware, software, and appropriate
licenses.
3. Reduce complexity by standardizing
equipment, software platforms, and
configurations.

5. Streamline processes for operating system
patches, security updates, data back-up,
and maintenance.

7. Control user access to applications,
settings, network resources, databases,
and other IT assets.
8. Outsource key IT functions such as
technical support, data storage and backup to trusted, experienced vendors.
9. Provide regular training for both employees
and internal IT staff.
For more information on how Network Alliance can help
your firm, please contact Allan Barmak at 703.715.4949
or abarmak@networkalliance.com

ONE IN FIVE U.S. WORKERS REPORTS
RACIAL AND GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN
THE WORKPLACE2
One out of five (20 percent) U.S. workers claims that
racial or ethnic discrimination exists in the workplace,
according to a national survey by Hudson. Respondents
reports that they know of someone who has been
denied a job, increased pay or promotion because of
their ethnicity. That figure jumps to 31 percent for
African-American workers, yet drops to 18 percent
among white employees.
Further, nearly one out of four (23 percent) workers
reports that they know someone who has been
adversely affected at work because of their gender.
While women are more likely than men to make this
gender discrimination claim, African-American workers
are more inclined to state this than women or other
employee segments.
Additionally, almost one-quarter (23 percent) of
employees polled report that they work for firms that do
not actively promote diversity, with another 13 percent
not sure if their firm has a formal diversity program.
Among the 64 percent of workers whose employers
actively promote diversity, 18 percent state they know
someone who has been discriminated against because
of race or ethnicity and 20 percent state they know
someone who has been discriminated against because
of gender. Those figures increase to 29 percent and 32
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percent, respectively, when looking at respondents
working for companies without corporate diversity
initiatives. Employees working for larger companies
(more than 500 employees) are the most likely (76
percent) to report that their organization promotes
gender and ethnic diversity in the workplace.

he is involved in accounting, information systems and
human resources. What he finds enjoyable, is that
Vaughan, Fincher and Sotelo is a small firm, allowing
him to be involved in every aspect of the firm and the
people. “Every day is different, it definitely is not
boring”.

"The Hudson survey demonstrates that diversity
initiatives that were once perceived as 'soft' and
'expendable' play an increasingly significant role in
corporate America," says Billy Dexter, President,
Hudson Inclusion Solutions. "But despite this, many
workers are not convinced of the effectiveness of their
employers' efforts, indicating that companies need to do
a better job of integrating diversity into every aspect of
their operations." The survey is based on a poll of 1,878
U.S. workers and was compiled by Rasmussen
Reports, LLC, and an independent research firm.

Ben is a true native Washingtonian, born on Capitol Hill.
He is very familiar with the area, during his college
years, he was a limousine driver. Every time someone
needs directions, they call on him. Also, when friends
and family are in town, he is giving them one of a
number of tours he has developed. He is married to
Christine, since 1998 and now lives in Centreville. The
story there is that they both grew up in the Virginia
area; at one point living in the same neighborhood but
not officially meeting until 1988. Yes, if you do the math
it took him 10 years to pop the question.

SPOTLIGHT ON:

Ben Sotelo
Vaughan, Fincher & Sotelo

Ben Sotelo has been the
Firm
Administrator
of
Vaughan, Fincher & Sotelo
since joining the firm in
March 2004. This is his first
position in the legal field.
Prior to March 2004, Ben
worked for a pharmaceutical
research firm for sixteen years in a number of
capabilities. Ben managed a research team that used
medical data that was collected from insurance
companies, medical facilities and prescription drug
companies for over 10 million individuals. This
information was used on numerous projects for the
Food and Drug Administration and over 40
pharmaceutical companies.
He developed data
warehouses that collect medical information on diabetic
patients for Lifescan, a Johnson & Johnson company in
Honolulu, Hawaii; Denver, CO and Kansas City, KS. In
addition, Ben had oversight of the company’s computer
facility and was involved in moving the company on two
separate occasions.

His hobbies include music, dining out, traveling
(especially to the national parks on the west coast,
Portland, OR and Las Vegas, NV) and golf. If at all
possible, Ben can be found on one of the local golf
courses on a Saturday afternoon with is wife and friends
then on Sunday mornings with the “boys” as Christine
would say.
“I want to say that the ALA and the local chapter have
been very helpful in my transition to the legal
environment. It has been a pleasure meeting all of the
legal administrators in the area. The chapter meetings
and the newsletter have been a very rich resource. As
the treasurer of the chapter, I hope to help this excellent
organization”

While new to the legal environment, he finds a number
of similarities to his experiences in the medical field.
When he arrived, he assisted in completing the
relocation of Vaughan, Fincher & Sotelo to their new
office space and since then has begun the process of
building new office space in Leesburg, Va. In addition,
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Osmio Incorporated.
Finally, real solutions in real-time.
Osmio delivers a 21st century solution to
the age-old problem of processing
business receipts, invoices and expense reports.
The Osmio system allows companies to order and
track food, car service, messenger service,
floral service, cakes, gift baskets and reimbursement
allowances.
Your company will not require modifications:
all that is needed is for your business to be on-line.
Osmio has helped law firms in the Washington, DC,
Virginia, New York, and Chicago implement a more
simplified and efficient ordering, billing and
record keeping process.

broad questions, but questions that begin a discussion
of business continuity. A business continuity approach
focuses disaster recovery on returning the key services
of the business to operation. While the data is critical, it
is only one element of minimizing the impact of a
disaster on the business. That data can be recovered is
in some ways less important than how quickly it can be
back in service.
Areas to be Considered
The following is a quick summary of some of the issues
you should consider when preparing your disaster
recovery and business continuity plans.
•
•

Define your business risk
Define several broad scenarios
You can’t plan for every potential
disaster, but pick several broad scenarios
that can be representative of potential
issues.
Long term power outage (hurricane?)
Building loss (including all equipment)
Building access not allowed, but
systems up.

•

Define Recovery
Which services need to be restored to
operation and in what order

Phone: 646.497.0686
Fax: 646.497.0442
email: sales@osmio.com
http://www.osmio.com

Disaster Recovery and
Business Continuity

What is an acceptable time frame for the
restoration of the which services
•

Defining a Plan (or Plans)
Communications
Who are critical staff
Vendors
Locations
Where will your data be?
Do you have anything to run it on?
Where will your staff work?

•
•

Testing the plan
Maintaining the plan

By: Alan Currin
Compass Computer Services, Inc.
In the last four years, the awareness of the
issue of the recovery of computer systems in the event
of a disaster has been heightened. As computer
systems have consistently grown in size and complexity,
they have also become critical to almost every aspect of
a firm’s operation. While firms are generally more aware
of potential disaster scenarios, in many cases, firms
have done little concrete to change their approach to
disaster recovery.
The common approach to disaster recovery has
typically been rooted in traditional methods of protecting
data. A firm’s recovery plan usually involved a backup
tape, or tapes, and some method of keeping at least
one backup tape off-site. In recent years, on-line
services have been developed that allow for the backup
of data to remote locations using the Internet. Both of
these solutions provide an important aspect of disaster
recovery. That is, the protection of critical data.
Protection of data fails to address other questions that
are just as important. How do we get back in business?
How long will it take? How much will it cost? These are

These areas are just the broadest areas that
should be addressed as business continuity plans are
developed.
The Administrator’s Role
Too often, those with equity in the firm depend
on the IT staff to be the primary decision makers in the
planning for disasters. As a result, the focus can often
be on data rather than services. It often falls to the firm
administrator to bridge the gap between the IT world
and the attorney world. The administrator can provide
an invaluable service to the firm by bringing these two
worlds together. If you investigate it, you may be
surprised at the size of the gap between what the
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attorney’s believe is possible and what the IT staff
believe is possible in your current disaster recovery
planning.
The equity partners of the firm should know and
should want to understand the risks associated with
their systems. If they don’t understand it, they may be
on the unwelcome end of a very bad surprise in the
event of a disaster. They understand the clients, who
they are, where they are located, and are the most
appropriate final decision makers. The administrator
can raise awareness of the issues and help guide the
firm to a reasonable plan that everyone understands.
For more information on how Compass
Computer Services, Inc. can help your firm, please
contact
Alan
Currin
at
703.876.5577
or

During the past ten years, these companies and
organizations have discovered that remaining
competitive requires they respond to changing practices
in the workplace through enhanced space efficiency,
image branding, technology integration and cost
effectiveness. Indeed, during the last decade, many
businesses have transitioned from the traditional office
models of the 1980s and early ’90s to “the new
workplace.”
Developing a Road Map
Successful law firms understand that it is imperative to
establish a long-term business plan, including projecting
growth and/or change over an extended period of years.
Similar strategic planning is essential to their real estate
needs, as well. An experienced architectural/design
firm will work closely with a firm and its real estate
advisors to gather and analyze data in order to provide
an accurate snapshot of how the company will look in
projected years, including growing and/or shrinking
practice groups or departments. Once data is gathered,
the architect can assist with critical real-estate decisions
including helping select a site or building that will best fit
the firm’s growth profile and meet its business plan.
Four years ago, Davis Carter Scott worked with Arnold
& Porter to develop a strategic plan which identified an
opportunity to save space and significant real-estate
costs by leasing 90,000 square feet of off-site, Class C
office space for case rooms, some administrative areas,
and the creation of a disaster-recovery site. In addition
to file and data storage, the space was also designed to
create an attractive and highly functional work
environment for staff without paying top-dollar in a Class
A building. By making the decision to move these
functions off-site, Arnold & Porter is able to save nearly
2 million dollars per year in leasing costs.

The New Workplace
Design strategies to enhance space efficiency,
image branding, and technology integration and
cost effectiveness

By Marcia Calhoun, Associate
Davis Carter Scott

In addition to determining a long-term strategic plan, the
architect must establish qualitative and quantitative
requirements (programming) from which the design of
the space is formulated. Functional, budgetary and
aesthetic requirements will be determined, providing the
framework for subsequent processes including space
plan and test-fit development, schematic design, and
design development. During the programming phase,
the architect will develop project budgets, schedules
and tasks related to established goals.

The use of standard design materials and furnishings
saved Arnold & Porter 30 percent in renovation costs
over their original design, while more efficient space
planning and the development of a prototype hybrid
office/cubicle (dubbed “official”) contributed to a 58
percent increase in space efficiency.

To ascertain qualitative and quantitative data, the
architect conducts meetings with various user groups to
gather information regarding how they work, both
individually and as a group. This allows the architect to
identify the job functionality, equipment and materials
needed to achieve work objectives, amount of space
needed to work effectively, with whom group members
interact/work, and aesthetic preferences.

Design strategies emphasizing functionality are part of a
growing trend being embraced by law firms, large and
small corporations, and non-profit organizations alike.

Determining a Design Aesthetic
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In addition to providing the basis for the quantitative
analysis, programming enables the design team to
determine a preferred aesthetic. One way this is
achieved is to present the client with a variety of
workplace images – usually through a PowerPoint
presentation -- and request their feedback on aesthetic
preferences. These sessions facilitate consensusbuilding, communication and understanding of design
terminology, effective decision-making, and ultimate
satisfaction with the outcome of the design. The
expectation is not that 100% consensus will be reached
through these sessions, but rather that elements of
aesthetic preference will become building blocks of the
design.
Space Efficiency and Functionality
Effective space planning can achieve substantial
savings in space and real-estate leasing costs. For
many of today’s decision-makers and facility managers,
the No. 1 priority for their workplace is a functional,
cost-effective space that supports the company’s
business objectives. From a planning and design
standpoint, this involves the careful integration of private
offices, semi-private and open workstations, conference
centers, support areas and spaces that foster
collaborative
work
processes.
The
traditional
“Executives’
or
Partners’
Row”,
which
only
accommodates the highest level of management with
natural light, window views and abundant space, is
often being reconfigured to include conference centers,
meeting rooms and other collaborative team areas,
where executives, professionals and staff can share in
the amenities.
Davis Carter Scott worked with Finnegan Henderson
Farabow Garrett & Dunner, a leading Washington, D.C.
law firm, to develop a long-term strategic plan. The
team projected growth to be 131 professionals and
staff. A traditional space plan would have required an
additional 50,000 square feet to accommodate 131
people. However, effective space planning, including
standardized office sizes, efficient layout, and
consolidation of case rooms and support functions,
saved 40,000 square feet – a savings of roughly $1.6
million a year in real-estate leasing costs. Specific
space-efficiency strategies included transitioning
partners from 300- 500 square-foot offices to 225
square foot offices. (Associates remained at a standard
150 square feet, and paralegals at 100 square feet.)
This space savings through office down-sizing, resulted
in additional square footage for conference rooms and
other collaborative work spaces. In addition, the 10-foot
by 10-foot paralegal office module allows for flexibility in
the future without the need for costly architectural
changes; the space can be reconfigured for changing
requirements. Yet standard drywall construction was
utilized – not moveable partitions – to maintain a highquality look and feel throughout the entire workplace. To
avoid costly re-routing of utilities in the event of future
reconfigurations, power cables and data cables are

located on each of three walls; air-handling ducts are
run through the ceiling and designed with flexible
connections so that diffusers can be moved; and
lighting is ceiling-mounted.
Another way to save space and leasing costs is through
use of prototypes for space development and furniture
specification. Working with Arnold & Porter, Davis
Carter Scott created a hybrid of an office and cubicle (
“official”), as the new work space standard for
paralegals. Situated next to case rooms and files, the 7foot by 9-foot “official” is designed with full-height walls
topped with glass to create a greater sense of space
while affording acoustic privacy. A suspended wood
panel gives the impression of a door into the space,
creating psychological privacy. All furnishings are built
in, and glare-free lighting is used.
Standardizing Materials and Furnishings
Just as modular and prototypical work spaces provide
firms with substantial savings, so does the
standardization of building materials and furnishings.
Facilities managers recognize that office spaces
designed with custom materials, millwork, case goods
and personally selected furniture, are costly to install,
and more importantly, to maintain over a period of time.
Increasingly, design firms are recommending standard
materials and modular systems furniture in both private
offices and open work environments. The most
successful and agreeable solutions for standardization
for executive offices – including partner offices -- often
include finite options for key furnishings, such as
conference tables, file cabinets, bookcases, guest
chairs and carpeting from a pre-selected, compatible
group.

Maintaining Arnold & Porter’s downtown Washington,
D.C. office was nearly prohibitive due to the
customization of design materials including carpeting,
lighting fixtures, hardware and ceiling tiles. For
example, ceiling tiles throughout the office were
designed for a 30-inch by 30-inch ceiling grid, whereas
the standard is a 24-inch by 24-inch grid. This, and
other design customization, prevented the facility
manager from ordering small quantities of materials as
replacements and repairs were needed. Davis Carter
Scott re-evaluated the space, and identified readily
available materials which mirrored the aesthetic of the
space, and saved nearly 30 percent in design and reordering costs.
Standard materials can also be used to create highimpact designs. For Wachovia Bank, Davis Carter Scott
created an unique design for their Washington, D.C.
office through the use of distinct floor and ceiling
patterns; changes in carpet patterns aligned with low
floating ceiling planes used to differentiate work areas
and circulation; floating wood panels on walls and
columns which are detailed consistently with other wood
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credenzas and millwork in the space; bold fabricwrapped panels at the credenzas in the conference
rooms which provide controlled color in the space; and
a floating drywall panel system in the elevator lobby
and reception area which visually link the two areas.
Ambient light fixtures were employed in the work and
office areas to provide comfortable, up-to-date lighting
for staff, punctuated with fluorescent down lights,
pendant fixtures, low voltage halogen lights,
incandescent lamps, and surface-mounted decorative
fixtures.
All fixtures are a variation of a simple
cylindrical shape, and design details are repeated
throughout the space to provide visual consistency.
Image Branding
Increased functionality, efficiency, flexibility and cost
savings need not come at the expense of a beautifully
designed space. In fact, law firms, corporations and
non-profit organizations all recognize that effective
image branding – designing a space that reflects the
individual and unique image of a company/organization
– can largely impact their bottom line. Key elements of
an image brand include color schemes, logos and other
graphic images, design materials, signage, and
recognizable aesthetic themes.
When Arnold & Porter opened a satellite office in
Tyson’s Corner, VA., the firm wanted its new office to
have the same image brand as its downtown
Washington office. In addition, they wanted the new
office to appeal to their high-tech clients in the Northern
Virginia area, thus giving a new spin to their established
brand. Davis Carter Scott identified the prevalent
elements of their image – medium-tone maple finishes
and furnishings, frosted glass, stone flooring – and
incorporated them into the new space along with a more
up-dated, high-tech aesthetic. In addition, the design
was augmented with state-of-the-art technology
integration, including conference room tables featuring
flip-up center panels containing electrical outlets and
Internet and network access (one-to-one ratio for table
seating), and audio/visual controls. This technology is
also table-top accessible in attorneys’ offices.
Technology Integration
All types of companies and organizations now require
seamless technology integration into their work areas –
conference rooms, meeting rooms and individual work
spaces – to meet their business objectives. During
building selection, the architect can play an integral role
in assisting clients and their real-estate advisors in
choosing the appropriate building based on specific
technological needs. The architect also can recommend
IT consulting services to help identify a client’s specific
infrastructure requirements, including: Voice, data and
video cabling, telephony and voice-messaging systems,
local/wide area networks (LAN/WANs), and voice and
data communications facilities. Once this information is
ascertained and analyzed, the IT consultant designs,

specifies, procures and implements the appropriate
technological infrastructure.
Communicating the Design
A collaborative design approach with clients makes it
imperative to clearly communicate design vision,
concepts and details. This is best achieved through
visual media including 3D renderings and “walkthrough” animation. Photo-quality 3D renderings are
difficult to distinguish from professional photographs of
the completed space. Walk-through animation allows
the client to view the space through a video-style
medium. These communication tools promote an
accurate understanding of design concepts, expeditious
decision-making, and a “no-surprises” move-in at
project completion.
High-quality architectural construction drawings and
documents also create a clear understanding of design
intent and constructability. High-quality, accurate
drawings and documents can expedite building permits
in less than half of the typical turnaround time for similar
projects, and can result in substantially lower bids from
general contractors and their subs. In addition, they can
reduce the incidence and extent of change orders in the
field. Davis Carter Scott recently completed a 250,000
square foot project for the law firm of Finnegan
Henderson Farabow Garrett & Dunner. DCS not only
saved the firm nearly 2 million dollars during the design
process, but added to their savings as a result of a
minimal 2 percent change orders, compared to an
industry average of 5 to 10 percent. These savings are
attributed to thorough, easily-interpreted construction
drawings in the field.
Effective design of the new workplace is accomplished
when the architectural team becomes an extension of
the client’s team of decision-makers, real-estate
advisors and employee representatives. Application of
effective design strategies to enhance space efficiency,
standardization, technology integration, image branding,
and cost-effective construction, results in a workplace
that serves as a vital component to the company’s overall business objectives ….and does so with grace and
beauty.
For more information on how Davis Carter Scott can
help your firm, please contact Marcia Calhoun at
703.556.9275.
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The unique partnerships we form with both clients and
candidates, coupled with our multi-level screening process,
allow us to provide top quality talent for your temporary,
direct hire, or project-based needs.

+?
Administrative Legal, Paralegal and
Project Support
•

8200 Greensboro Dr., Suite 1190
McLean, VA 22102
(703) 917-8770

•

1150 18 St., NW, Suite 325
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 659-2990

th
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Records and Library Support
•

1150 18th St., NW, Suite 325
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 659-2990

Members, vendors and guests celebrated another
successful year for the NOVA Chapter with
fellowship and festivities at Colvin Run Tavern.

nd

The Chapters’ 2 Annual President’s Reception &
Change of Gavel Ceremony on April 7, 2005, was a
triumph!
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Special Thanks to the members of the Law Firm
Vendors Association (LFVA) for hosting this event.

Thank you!
Allied Office Products, Fine Arts
Engraving, Hospitaliti, Legal Placements, Inc.,
National Office Systems, Office Environments,
Office Movers, Osmio and Washington Express.
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Delivery Trends
By Gil Carpel
Washington Express
As the envelope delivery market continues to shrink due
to the pervasive use of more and more sophisticated
electronic communication and data interchange, same
day delivery companies are discovering new ways and
different ways to create survive and to even thrive.
Below are some examples:

maybe the fastest
transportation industry.

1) "Third party logistics": a
fancy title that just means the
local storage and immediate
delivery of critical parts to
technicians in the field when a
machine or computer goes
down and the part is needed
right away. TPL is already a
billion dollar business and
growing segment of the

2)" In-sourcing": this is the picking up from customers
of return items and replacing them, or picking up
machines or computers in need of repair and then
taking them to a central facility where it is repaired and
then returning it back to the customer. For example,
Toshiba has in-sourced their lap top repair operation to
UPS, so that if your Toshiba lap top goes down and you
call their 800 number which is now answered by UPS.
A UPS driver then comes by to pick up the lap top and it
is then taken to a UPS repair facility where UPS
technicians fix it and then return it back to you without
Toshiba itself being involved in the process at all.
3) "After Hours, Unassisted Delivery": currently being
tested in Canada. This is when deliveries are made at
night to office buildings, rather than during business
hours, un-manned, computerized and secure, safe
rooms or large bins. This system allows for deliveries to
be made all through the night to buildings equipped with
these safe rooms. The rooms or bins can only be
opened with a special, encrypted device, similar to a
garage door opener. When the device is used, the
computer then records exactly which device opened it,
the time and date it was the door was opened as well
as how long the area was unlocked. Secure, unassisted after hours delivery could dramatically increase
productivity for delivery companies that would be able
the to avoid the increasing parking and traffic problems
of daytime delivery.

Noble are offering same day delivery in order to
eliminate for their customers the hassle of carrying
purchased goods with them, especially when they know
that their items will be delivered the same day.
For more information on how Washington Express can
help your firm, please contact Gil Carpel at
gil.carpel@washingtonexpress.net.

2005-2006 Board of Directors
President

Deborah Stickles
dmstickles@venable.com
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lcruse@mwzb.com
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4) "Same day home delivery": now being pioneered in
major cities, like New York, and especially among
urban consumers, and offered by retailers an incentive
to their customers, believing that it increases the
number of purchases by consumers. At a relatively
cheap price, retailers like Home Depot or Barnes and
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34th Annual
Educational
Conference, S.F.
April 2005
By: Aurora Quasebarth
Leaving Fairfax at 4:30
a.m. for a taxicab pick-up should have prepared me for
the cooler weather, but when JetBlue landed in Oakland
at 9 a.m. Sunday morning, I felt a jolt of freezing air.
Marriott Hotel, S.F. offered me a room with a view of the
Bay Bridge so that made up for the sleepless night and
cooler temperature. At 1:30 p.m. I was informed by the
concierge that Hilton Hotel, where the Region 2 Meeting
was being held, was a mere 7-9 blocks away. Walk, he
advised.
The Region 2 Council Meeting convened at
2:00 p.m. with 27 members representing 18 chapters.
Our region has 29 chapters covering the Atlantic coast
to Puerto Rico. Kathy Scourby, our regional director,
welcomed the attendees and introduced the current
Region Team. Each chapter representative gave a brief
presentation on Chapter events or areas of interest.
Our chapter reported that it was our second year of
vendor partnering which allowed us to increase the
number of scholarships to ALA conferences. We have
th
also planned to celebrate an exciting 25 anniversary.
The other chapters reported on similar issues that face
us: membership recruitment and retention, websites,
vendor relations, compensation surveys and retreats.
Kathy encouraged chapters to invite the region
team members since there is now a budget for such
visits. Kathy also outlined the changes to the ANC and
RNC, with ANC now choosing the Directors and
President Elect while the RNC will choose Regional
Officers.
The new regional team assisting Kathy
includes, Jessica Thomas, Communications Officer;
Claudia Hoffman, Projects Officer; Mac McLaurine,
Education Officer; and Marc Upchurch as At Large
Director. Our chapter has been assigned to Jessica
Thomas for direction and guidance. A video of D.C.
was shown that covered the city and peripheral areas
like Williamsburg and Annapolis as a primer for our
September educational conference.
The meeting
adjourned at 3:45 p.m. but the anticipation for the
Feelin’ Groovy Reception that night was on everyone’s
agenda.
The Welcome Reception was a kaleidoscopic
experience with a live band playing oldies songs against
a backdrop of funky slides. It was a star studded event.
“Cher” arrived with an entourage of platform-shoed
performers. With beads and bangles, flower people
populated the room and danced the night away.

Debbie Stickles, Pam Walker, Wes Walker and
Kevin O’Hare and I forgot some flowers in our hair but
we felt totally cool and mystified by the 60’s spirit that
surrounded us. Nostalgia prevailed.
Monday proved to be a dynamic day starting
with former S.F. mayor, Hon. Willie Brown as a keynote
speaker and his insights on Race, Diversity and the
American Future. The former mayor breezed through
an hour of diversity statistics, dichotomy and
experiences without glancing at a note. The day
brought countless financial sessions for me and there
were more than 30 sessions to choose from. The
topics ranged from Human Resources, Legal Industry,
Financial Management to Office Operations.
The
Chapter Awards Reception on Monday evening created
quite a scene with early birds like me waiting by the
locked doors of the reception hall almost an hour before
the designated time. Once the doors were opened,
eager chapter members darted like sprinters to reserve
the best seats for our chapters. The evening was a
major production with the larger chapters garnering
platinum awards. Debbie and I were very proud
when Kevin walked to the podium to receive our
chapter’s Gold Award.
Tuesday sessions were intermingled with
vendor events. The Association luncheon served a
number of purposes: it recognized the members who
comprised the ALA’s leadership corps, it honored
outstanding volunteers and it paved the inauguration of
the new ALA President, David Constantine. The Encore
Reception, held in the Exhibit Hall, offered an
opportunity to visit with vendors while listening to good
music and enjoying fusion food. The ALA’s Silent
Auction offered more than 100 items for bidding and
winners were announced at the Encore Reception. The
first ever Pin and Sticker contest went to Joyce Bai who
created a miniature Golden Gate Bridge with pins and
stickers traveling all over the bridge. With 23 sessions
and 12 idea exchanges to choose from that day, Kevin,
Debbie and I decided to take a side trip to Chinatown
and experienced a sumptuous meal from atop a popular
restaurant.
Effective Management Ethics presented by
Arthur Gross Schaefer, a professor at Loyola
Marymount, started Wednesday morning. He offered
six pure simple steps as a guide to ethical decision
making. He delineated on past corporate experiences
he had with major players or “stars” which were riveting.
More than 27 sessions were offered that day but the
highlight was the evening’s Grand Finale Event “Cruisin”
with ALA. Thursday’s highlight was the closing general
session which featured Tom Champoux’s powerful
presentation on effective leadership. As if one was
listening to the wisdom of sage ancestors, he stated
that to be a leader one must posses the qualities of
being honest, being forward looking, competent, and
inspiring. He cited the motivators for becoming an
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effective leader as follows: a sense of efficacy, a want
to be trusted, a want to be respected, a want to
experience personal dignity every day, and generativity
(the office is better because I was here!)
Suffice it to say, let’s rendezvous and experience the
thrills all over again and meet in Montreal, May 1-4,
2006 at Palais des Congres de Montreal, Quebec
Canada.

•

th

The 10,000 application received and
processed by HQ is the WINNER!!

What is the Prize?
th

The individual or chapter who recruits ALA’s 10,000
member will win the Grand Prize- a vacation package
for two (2), valued at up to $3,500, to Cancun, Mexico!
Special Thanks to the 10-K Sponsors!!

Premier Sponsor:

5-K Sponsors:

:
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;
The ALA will reach a
milestone in 2005—
we’ll be welcoming
th
our 10,000
member! As part
of the campaign to
celebrate this
achievement, the
ALA has introduced
the Robert Half
Legal 10-K
Campaign.

Special activities,
contests and publicity are scheduled throughout the
year to celebrate this achievement. The festivities will
th
continue through the ALA’s 35 Annual Conference in
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, May 1-4, 2006.
How Can You Participate?
•

Encourage non-member colleagues to become
members of ALA.

•

Be sure they put YOUR NAME and/or the
CHAPTER’s NAME in the referral section of the
application.

•

The application must be fully processed to be
part of ALA’s membership total and to qualify
for prizes. This includes full payment of dues,
approval by HQ and completion of the “just
cause” period by chapters who have not
previously waived that option.

1-K Sponsors:

For more information about the ALA-Robert Half
Legal 10-K Campaign, visit:
http://www.alanet.org/whatsnew/10k.html

1

This article is reprinted with permission of the author, and
was originally published in the “ALA Currents” dated May 5,
2005.
2

This article is reprinted with permission of the author, and
was originally published in the “ALA Currents” dated April 21,
2005.
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